
Ref: AISV-10th WR-28th JUNE-3rd JULY,2021

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 28th June,
2021 to 3rd July, 2021.

Pre Primary Section

PRAYER TIME

● God’s Love!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Twamev Mata Cha Pita Twamev

NURSERY

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced “ॐ भभवू� व��वः”
They also practiced few new exercises along with yoga exercise
Breathe in and breathe out.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Little ones practiced Letter E in their notebooks.
They were introduced to Letter D through objects and videos.
They practiced the same in their textbooks and notebooks.

MATHS/
PATTERNS

Tiny tots were introduced to the new shape Circle.
They practiced the same in their textbooks.
They were also introduced to new patterns Slanting and
Sliding Lines and revised the same.

GK/SHOW & TELL Master minds were taught which actions they can do with
Eyes.



ART & CRAFT Young artists had fun dabbing in Mango.

RHYMES Little stars were introduced to a new rhyme Chubby Cheeks.

GROSS MOTORS Children enjoyed jumping on different shapes as part of
Gross Motor Activity.

STORY TELLING Shining stars enjoyed watching the story Rabbit and
Tortoise.

FINE MOTORS Kids enjoyed making dots in Letter D as a part of Fine
Motors Activity.

LKG

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced “व�तण◌ु्ड
महाकाय सयू� कय� ◌ो�ट नमो नमः” They also had fun doing the
exercises, they had learnt till now, and practiced few new
exercises along with yoga exercise like Breathe in and
breathe out.

RHYMES Little stars excitingly revised the rhymes “Hot cross buns, I
am a little teapot , Little jack horner, Mary had a little
lamb, Two little feet, Head shoulders. Eight big fingers,
Little froggy” with actions. They were also introduced to a
new rhyme “5 sticky lollipops” through a video.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Tiny tots did oral revision of all the alphabets (Aa to Zz) &
phonic sounds (A to L) and were introduced to sounds of
letter M, N and O. They were also introduced to the sight
word “a”. They practiced writing letter Ff in their textbooks
and were introduced to letter Gg through floor activity,



picture reading, tracing & writing in their notebooks &
textbooks.

MATHS/
PATTERNS

Little stars were introduced to number 10 and learned Ones
and tens concept through story on black board. Kids practice
tracing and writing number 10 in Maths notebook and
textbook.  Kids revised the pre-math concept of shape -
square and had fun doing textual exercise in the Maths
textbook.

GK/SHOW & TELL Little learners experienced all about the senses. They made
lemonade where they saw the objects, smelled the lemon
and water, tasted sugar, salt and lemon, squeezed the
lemon & heard the sound while stirring the ingredients.
They also played games such as colour colour, which
colour, touched the pulses, rice and flour, blind folded
tasting, smelled talcum powder and water & jal tarang.

HINDI Children were introduced to Swar ‘ ऐ, ओ ‘ through PPT and
showed real objects in the class. They revised swar rhymes and
filled the missing swar in the Hindi notebook. Kids practice
writing swar in the slate , Hindi notebook and textbook too.

STORY TELLING Toddlers were introduced to a new story “The Ants and the
Grasshopper” through a video made by their teachers.

ART & CRAFT Kids had fun crayoning in the picture of a house and then
decorated the same by sticking a few matchsticks on it.

GROSS MOTORS Children enjoyed jumping on the number hopscotch made on
the floor.

UKG



CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced “ॐ भभवू� व��वः and
व�तण◌ु्ड महाकाय सयू� कय� ◌ो�ट नमो नमः”
They also practiced few new exercises along with yoga exercise
Breathe in and breathe out.

RHYMES Kids enjoyed the Boogie woogie rhyme! And Snap Your
Fingers with action.

ENGLISH Children completed ‘i’ family cvc words orally as well as they
wrote the same on slate, they also did practice rhyming words
orally and introduced a new Cursive Pattern.

MATHS Kids were introduced to the new concept “Position” . They write
the same in textbooks and notebooks. They enjoy watching
videos for the same, even happily revising “Count and Write,
Count and Draw, Complete, Number names” in their
notebook.

GK/SHOW
& TELL

Kids were introduced with a new topic ‘My Home’ . They did the
textbook exercise of the same topic and also learned about the
things we need to be aware of - Do’s & Don’ts at home.

HINDI Kids were introduced to “क, ख” and wrote the same in notebook
and textbook. Even they enjoyed writing “ Swar ” in their
notebook and they enjoyed doing actions on “�वर गीत” and “अगं ◌ो
” with their teacher.

STORY Little stars tried to read the story ‘The Musical Donkey’ from
their story book. Some of the kids enjoyed narrating the story in
front of all.

ART AND CRAFT Kids enjoyed learning how to draw “Mouse and Cat” with their
teachers. They also completed colouring  ‘A Cap’ in the drawing
book.



Primary Section

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were
conducted for grades 1 to 5 through the
Zoom Cloud Meeting App and 6 to 10
through Google Meet. Students were
taught all the subjects i.e. English,
Hindi, Maths, Science, Social Science,
3rd Language(Gujarati/Sanskrit),
Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance,
Yoga, Art and Craft sessions were also
conducted for the students.

Periodic Test I examinations began
from 1st July 2021 for grade 3 to 10.
Students enthusiastically appeared for
PT-1 exams in Google form.

Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Recapitulation of the syllabus for oral observation was done. Apart
from this reading practice was given.

Math The concept of addition based on the number line was explained
and the worksheet was given for practice. Recapitulation of Pre-
Number Concepts and Numbers up to-20 was done. Revision
practice work and Quiz links were shared in google classroom.



Science The revision of the 2nd and 3rd chapters was done in the class.
Kids even answer the questions asked to them.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Hindi Revision of PT-1 was done in the class.

Yoga students learnt physical exercises (P.E) .

Art & Craft students had enjoyed drawing and colouring in Triangle and square
shape object drawings.

Music Students enjoyed jangal ki janwar ki rail gadi aayi and rim jhim
barsa pani with action.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on coca cola song.

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Recapitulation of syllabus for oral observation was done through
solving google forms and class discussions.

Math Recapitulation of 1st chapter Numbers up to 200, Number names,
After-Before Numbers, Place value and Expanded, Cardinal and
Ordinal number, Odd and Even Numbers as well as ascending and
descending Order was done. The Quiz for the same was given to
children for practice in google classroom.

Science The revision of the 3rd and 4th chapters was done in the class.
Kids even answer the questions asked to them.

Hindi छा�� ने �याकरण म� “मा�ाएँ“ को समझा , जाना और उसका अ�यास �कया |

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Yoga students learnt physical exercises (P.E).



Art & Craft students had enjoyed drawing the school scenery using geometrical
shapes.

Music Students enjoyed jangal ki janwar ki rail gadi aayi and rim
jhim barsa pani with action.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on coca-cola song.

Grade 3

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Recapitulation of the syllabus for PT-1 was done. Students
appeared for the first periodic test for the academic year.

Maths Recapitulation of the syllabus for PT-1 was done.
Students were introduced to the new

chapter Subtraction.
Students appeared for the first periodic test for the academic year.

Hindi छा�� ने आव�धक पर��ा के भाग�प म� पनुरावत�न �कया एवं �याकरण म� “संय�ुत
�यंजन” को समझा , जाना और उसका अ�यास �कया |

Science Objective Questions of the 3rd chapter was discussed and extra
questions for revision were given. The revision of Objective-based
Questions from the 1st and 2nd chapters was done with the oral
discussion.

Computer Recapitulation of the syllabus for PT-1 was done. The textual
exercise of 3rd Chapter was done.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students had fun drawing and doodling things by rendering the
picture composition of a rainy day scene.

Music Students enjoyed Dil hai Chhota Sa song.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on friendship mashup.



Grade 4

SUBJECTS
STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students revised the prose and grammar part for the upcoming PT1
examination. The revision was taken through Quizizz and
discussions. The textbook exercise from the chapter “The selfish
sparrow” is completed.

Math Students appeared first Periodic Test i.e PT1-examination for the
Academic session 2021-2022.

Science Students revised the syllabus for the upcoming PT1 examination.
The revision was taken through Quizizz and discussions. The
textbook exercise from the chapter “Plants and their
adaptations” is completed.

Social
Science

The revision of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th chapters Were done. Doubt
solving session was conducted for students queries. Topics like
Preamble and Fundamental rights were re-explained. Quiz was
taken on Quizzes for practice.

Hindi छा�� ने आव�धक पर��ा के भाग�प म� पनुरावत�न �कया एवं �याकरण म� “�लगं - वचन
” को समझा , जाना और उसका अ�यास �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “સામિયક કસોટ�” ના ભાગ �પે �નુરાવત�ન ક�ુ� અને �વર - ઉ ની મા�ા

વાળા શ�દોની સમજ મેળવી.

Sanskrit Students appeared first Periodic Test i.e PT1-examination for the
Academic session 2021-2022.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students had fun drawing and colouring the rainy day scene and do
calligraphy work by writing ART.

Music Students enjoyed Dil hai Chhota Sa song.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on friendship mashup.



Grade 5

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Revision of the Grammar topics was done through Quizizz.

Math Continuing the chapter Factors and Multiples, students came to
know about the Rules of divisibility of 11, 12, 15, and 18.

Science Students revised the syllabus for the upcoming PT1 examination.
The revision was taken through Quizziz and discussions. The
textbook exercise from the chapter “Skeletal system and
muscular system” is completed and notebook work is assigned.

Social
Science

Students appeared for the first examination for the session
2021-2022 i.e. PT-1 for Social Science. The chapter in history,
“India through the Ages” was continued post examination. They
came to know about the Medieval Period in history and the notable
rulers of the period.

Hindi आव�धक पर��ा �थम के पा�य�म का पनुरावत�न करवाया गया।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “સામિયક કસોટ�” ના ભાગ �પે �નુરાવત�ન ક�ુ� અને �યાકરણ માં

“વચન” ની સમજ મેળવી.

Sanskrit Students appeared first Periodic Test i.e PT1-examination for the
Academic session 2021-2022.

Computer Revision of PT-1 was done in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques, healing
techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and
time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Creative picture composition was made by students by taking the
different elements of nature like trees, houses, plants, fishes and
the sun.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on friendship mashup.

Music Students learnt Alankars and Hey Sharde maa.

Grade 6



SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Revision and Practice paper Part B was discussed. Preparation for
the exam and doubt solving was done.

Maths Continuing the Chapter Integers, students did the textual exercise.

Science Students appeared first Periodic Test i.e PT1-examination for the
Academic session 2021-2022.

Social
Science

Post discussion of PT-1 practice paper part B, a new chapter,
“From hunting-gathering to growing food” was introduced in
the class. The students came to know about the reason why people
were on the move during ancient times/periods.

Hindi आव�धक पर��ा �थम के पा�य�म का पनुरावत�न करवाया गया।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “સામિયક કસોટ�” ના ભાગ �પે �નુરાવત�ન ક�ુ� અને �યાકરણમાં

“વચન” ની સમજ મેળવી.

Sanskrit Students appeared first Periodic Test i.e PT1-examination for the
Academic session 2021-2022.

Computer A new chapter Charts in MS Excel was introduced in the class
wherein they came to know the different components of MS Excel.
Students appeared for the PT-1 Exam.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.   

Art & Craft Creative picture composition was made by students by taking the
different elements of nature like trees, houses, plants, fishes
and the sun.

Music Students learnt Alankars and Hey Sharde maa.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on koi kahe song.

Grade 7

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED



English Revision and Practice paper Part B was discussed. Preparation for
the exam and doubt solving was done. A biography of a refugee was
studied in the prose, ‘The man on the airport’.

Math Continuing the chapter Exponents and powers, students did the
textbook examples in the class. The revision for the PT1 was done in
the class.

Science The revision for the PT1 was done in the class. Continuing with the
chapter, ‘Water’, students came to know about the water cycle and
uses of water. Students appeared first Periodic Test i.e
PT1-examination for the Academic session 2021-2022.

Social
Science

The chapter, “New Kings and Kingdoms” was continued after
discussion of PT-1-Practice Paper-part B. In the chapter, students
were given the recapitulation of the topics taught earlier while being
asked a few questions.

Hindi आव�धक पर��ा �थम के पा�य�म का पनुरावत�न करवाया गया।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “સામિયક કસોટ�” ના ભાગ �પે �નુરાવત�ન ક�ુ� અને “આપણો રા���ય

�વજ” પાઠ ની સમજ મેળવી.

Computer The revision of 1st chapter was done in the class. Students
appeared for the first Periodic Test i.e PT1-examination for the
Academic session 2021-2022.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques, healing
techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and
time with “Self”.   

Art & Craft By dipping fingertips in different colours and printing them on paper
students prepared a natural scene in their SketchBook

Music Students learnt Alankars, Ye to Sach hai and hey sharde maa
songs.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Koi Kahe song.

Grade 8

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED



English Revision and Practice paper Part B was discussed. Preparation for
the exam and doubt solving was done. PT-1 of English subject was
conducted on 02/07/21.

Math Continuing the Chapter Cubes and Cube Roots, students were
explained about its property in the class. The revision for PT1 was
done in class.

Science-
Biology,
Physics &
Chemistry

A new chapter, ‘Pollution of Air and Water’ was introduced to
the class, wherein discussion about pollution, sources, causes,
types and its adverse effect on the environment was done.
Students revised the syllabus for the PT1 examination. The
structure and function of the Pituitary gland and thyroid gland
were explained in the classroom.

Social
Science

Post revision, the chapter, “From trade to territory” was
continued. Students came to know about various policies
introduced by the EIC to acquire territories. Students appeared for
their first  PT-1 examination.

Hindi आव�धक पर��ा �थम के पा�य�म का पनुरावत�न करवाया गया।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “સામિયક કસોટ�” ના ભાગ �પે �નુરાવત�ન ક�ુ� અને �યાકરણમાં

“વચન” ની સમજ મેળવી.

Computer A new chapter More on Python was introduced in the class
wherein they came to know the uses and IDLE of python.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.   

Art & Craft Students’ creative picture composition was made by taking the
different elements of nature like trees, fishes, sun, and elephants.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance to the koi kahe song.

Secondary Section

Grade 9

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED



English The revision and Practice paper Part B was discussed.
Preparation for the exam and doubt solving was done. PT-1 of
English subject was conducted on 01/07/21.

Math Linear pair of equations in two variables was discussed with
different ways in class using GeoGebra Calculator. Also,
revision of PT1 was done in class.

Science-
Biology

A new chapter, ‘Tissues’ was introduced to the students.
Discussion about the different types of tissues, differences
between animal and plant tissues and different types of
meristematic plant tissues were done.

Science-
Chemistry

Students solved their practice test paper for the Periodic Test.

Social
Science-
History

In the chapter, “Socialism in Europe and the Russian
revolution” students came to know about the formation of the
USSR and the after-effects of the Civil war.

Social
Science- PS.

Students were introduced to a new chapter Constitutional
Design. Few Students presented the Constitution of South Africa
through PPT.

Hindi आव�धक पर��ा �थम के पा�य�म का पनुरावत�न करवाया गया।

Computer A new chapter Components of Computer systems wherein they
learnt the block diagram and parts of the computer.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.    

Grade 10

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Revision and Practice paper Part B was discussed. Preparation
for the exam and doubt solving was done. PT-1 of English
subject was conducted on 03/07/21.

Math Continuing the chapter Quadratic Equation, students did the
word problems in class. Revision for PT1 was done in class.



Science-Biology A new chapter, ‘Sources of Energy’ was introduced in the
class. The term, ‘source’, criteria for good sources of energy,
different kinds and forms of energy and fossil fuels were
discussed in the class.

Science-
Chemistry

Students revised the syllabus for the upcoming PT1 exam. The
properties of Ionic compounds were discussed with relevant
examples.

Social Science-
His & Geo

Doubts were solved before the PT-1. Students appeared for
their first periodic test.

Social Science-
Economics

Students came to know about the forms, uses of money and
Credit system in the market.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.  


